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Optimizing Storage Resource Utilization
Not all enterprise data has equal value. The computer-aided design (CAD) file created by an engineer
builds in value as completion of the finalized blueprint approaches. But once the project is finished the
value of the file drops off significantly. A law firm relying on everyday access to ongoing case files will
see access virtually cease once the case is closed. Despite this well understood data life cycle phenomenon, however, organizations routinely manage storage resources as if all data had the same
value.
Treating all data the same limits the range of responses available when capacity management problems arise. Without the ability to match data value to storage characteristics, all storage resources,
regardless of their performance, expense and capacity, become options for storing any type of data.
For storage administrators, attempts to remedy capacity problems through manually enforced storage
usage policies, and schedule-based scripts, can quickly become overwhelming. The enormous
capacity of a typical enterprise storage network can make the task time consuming and impractical,
leading to a common solution: add more storage to solve the problem.
This approach to capacity management, made more palatable by the continual decline of storage
prices, is actually creating a two-fold problem for IT organizations. Without a corresponding increase
in storage management productivity, the expansion of storage capacity, whether directly attached to
servers or hosted on a network, is causing significant increase in administration costs. Compounding
this problem is the finding from IT analyst groups that organizations are not fully utilizing existing
capacity. It is routine to find as much as 70% of available storage space unused, representing a
tremendous wasted resource. The wasted space on high cost devices, and the increasing complexity of storage management, are becoming critical issues for IT administrators and CIOs.

Automated Storage Management
www.arkivio.com

The problem of under utilized capacity and increasing storage management costs can be solved by
automation. Using metrics that accurately reflect the strategic value of various data to the organization, storage management automation can systematically optimize the use of all available resources.
Although many tools exist to help the administrator identify resources and provide alerts to impending problems, the goal of an automated storage management system that proactively resolves pending capacity issues, without the need for human intervention, has been, up until recently, elusive. The
ARKIVIOTM auto-stor storage management software provides such a solution.
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Arkivio Inc. is in the forefront of vendors developing products to help administrators cope with the
enormous growth in enterprise storage capacity. The ARKIVIOTM auto-stor storage management software optimizes the use of both direct-attached and network resident storage resources. Automating
the time consuming task of monitoring resources and balancing capacity between over utilized and
under utilized storage, ARKIVIOTM auto-stor liberates space from improperly utilized storage, optimizes use of high-end storage devices and frees administrators to focus on more strategic management issues.
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ARKIVIO Active Strategy-Based Automation
The ARKIVIO TM auto-stor system automates the management of storage capacity by migrating files
between storage volumes located anywhere on the network. Migration is transparent to end-users and
applications, who view and access files as if they existed in the original location.
A sophisticated Policy-based Automation Engine (PAE) controls the file migration process. Storage
administrators define automation strategies to the PAE: each strategy providing an implicit set of rules
for achieving a particular storage management objective or goal. By configuring strategies and classifying similar storage and data resources into groups, administrators provide guidelines to the PAE
on which files are to be stored on which resources. Patent-pending algorithms within the PAE rate files
and storage using a combination of administrator-defined resource classifications, heuristic statistical
information, and file and storage attributes. The result is fully automated, fully optimized data placement.
ARKIVIOTM auto-stor collects information about available storage resources and data usage patterns
by monitoring file activity on managed file servers and network attached storage (NAS) devices.
Retrieved information is stored centrally in a meta-data repository and is accessible for resource
reporting, policy configuration, and monitoring from a secure, central web-based management interface.
ARKIVIOTM Software Architecture
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Figure 1. ARKIVIO Software Management Architecture
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The ARKIVIOTM auto-stor storage management automation software resides on a dedicated central
server, and consists of a policy automation engine, a meta-data repository, intelligent data movers,
monitoring, reporting, and management console components. ARKIVIO software agents, installed on
network-resident file and application servers, collect information about data and storage utilization,
and migrate files at the direction of the PAE. The independent software agents require minimal local
server CPU, memory, and disk resources. The administrator initiates installation of the agent software
during the initial set up process. Subsequent push agent installations, initiated from the central management console, to remote file servers, allow the administrator to add new managed resources without the need to install individual agents on each managed server’s console.
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ARKIVIOTM auto-stor classifies the servers, NAS, and storage devices being monitored as either
agent-managed or remote-managed, depending on whether ARKIVIO agent software is installed. The
PAE collects statistical information about resource allocation and use from both types of managed
storage, but only agent-managed servers are able to migrate files off allocated storage to other volumes.
Migration, Recall, and the Migration Target Repository
File Migration
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Agents

Volume 01
Volume 01

Volume 02

Server 02
Agents

Volume 03

Volume 04

Volume 04
MTR

Figure 2. File Migration
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The migration process involves moving data from a source volume to a target volume, and replacing
the original file with a stub file. The stub file looks, for all intents and purposes, like the original, but
occupies less space (approximately 4 Kilobytes). Migrated files are moved into a Migration Target
Repository (MTR) on the target volume. The MTR is a hidden Windows directory created, owned, and
managed by the ARKIVIO TM auto-stor central server. An MTR can exist on any volume designated to
receive migrated files, regardless of whether the volume resides on an agent-managed server or a
remote managed server. Each MTR can store files from any number of different source volumes
across multiple servers and storage devices.
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File Migration
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Figure 3. File Recall
When a user or application accesses a stub file on a source volume, the agent software automatically initiates a recall operation. The recall transparently restores the file to its original location for enduser access, and removes the file from the MTR.
The Policy-based Automation Engine

www.arkivio.com

The PAE implements a powerful, yet flexible data and storage resource management system, based
on a conceptual model that closely reflects the way administrators perform day-to-day tasks. The
model consists of resource groups, representing the volumes of storage monitored and the files
migrated, and strategies and automated tasks, defining the rules for migration. The PAE provides
automated management, monitoring, and enforcement of strategies and tasks, from a centralized
global management platform.
Volume Groups
The PAE allows administrators to combine storage resources, from potentially unrelated servers located anywhere on the network, in a single entity called a Volume Group. Volume Group membership is
determined by the PAE, based on a resource’s ability to satisfy a set of criteria. Data and storage management policies applied to a Volume Group affect all volumes within the group. This enables administrators to define global automation strategies, applying unique policy directives across distributed
storage resources. ARKIVIOTM auto-stor supports four categories of Volume
Group: host-based, device-based, criteria-based, and list-based.
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Host-based Volume Groups are created automatically by ARKIVIOTM auto-stor as storage resources
on file servers and NAS devices are discovered. Host-based groups contain all volumes allocated to
a host server, and volumes allocated to a NAS host, whether they are direct-attached or allocated
from a storage area network (SAN). Device-based groups classify together volumes allocated from
the same device, regardless of whether those volumes are assigned to a single server, or among multiple servers in the network.

www.arkivio.com
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Criteria- and list-based Volume Groups are both defined by the administrator. The PAE determines
membership of a criteria-based Volume Group based on whether a resource meets one or more of
the administrator-specified attributes: size, cost, manufacturer, model, and device type. For example,
a "large volumes" Volume Group can be created to include resources allocated with a minimum of 500
Gigabytes, and a maximum of 2 Terabytes. Similarly, the administrator might decide to classify volumes costing greater than $40 per Gigabyte as expensive, and those less than $10 per Gigabyte as
inexpensive, resulting in high-cost and low-cost Volume Groups. Combining these two attributes
would allow the administrator to create a Volume Group of large expensive storage resources. Listbased Volume Groups contain a simple, ad-hoc collection of volumes.
File Groups
The purpose of a File Group is to identify a list of candidate files for migration based on administrator-defined criteria. File Groups give administrators tremendous flexibility in associating business
value with a set of files. Using File Groups, the PAE is able to separate valuable files from the rest
and treat them differently, for example moving less demanding files off high-end storage resources.
The PAE determines File Group membership dynamically, using administrator-defined profiles that
contain one or more of the following criteria: size, file type, owner or group of owners, last modified
time, and last access time.
File Groups can also be associated with a priority, indicating the business importance of the files in
that group. When multiple File Groups are included in an automation strategy, the policy engine
selects file migration based on priority: low priority groups are selected first.
Strategies

www.arkivio.com

Administrators create ARKIVIO TM auto-stor automation strategies that provide the policy engine with
directives to proactively monitor, manage, and enforce storage management goals. By developing
multiple, interacting strategies administrators are able to exercise powerful control over the physical
placement of files and the use of storage resources. Strategies can be initiated automatically, to trigger when a capacity threshold is breached, or they can be scheduled to run, daily or weekly, during
off-peak hours.
Volume Groups and File Groups are associated with a strategy through the wizard-driven interface of
the ARKIVIOTM management console. The PAE provides two predefined strategy templates for administrators: a Balance Capacity strategy, for maximizing the use of a group of storage resources; and an
Optimize Cost strategy, for making best data placement decisions based storage costs. The PAE uses
patent-pending algorithm in optimizing storage resource utilization. A Data Value Score (DVS) is calculated to determine which files are selected for migration, and a Storage Value Score (SVS) establishes on which low-cost storage resource the files should be stored.

2700 Garcia Avenue
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Customizable reports, run against the central meta-data repository, provide feedback on the effectiveness of implemented PAE strategies. The reports detail migration and recall statistics, by Volume
Group, and calculate a storage cost savings metric, to help the administrator determine whether a
strategy is meeting its objectives.
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Balance Capacity Strategy
The aim of a Balance Capacity strategy is to maximize utilization of resources in one or more Volume
Groups. This type of strategy is ideal for maintaining a consistent distribution of files across volumes
located in close physical proximity, and with similar physical characteristics.
A Balance Capacity strategy is triggered when any volume in the associated Volume Groups exceeds
an administrator-defined utilization threshold. The PAE determines if any volume in the group has
exceeded the specified utilization threshold. It then tries to remigrate files from the migration repository or migrate files based on the File Groups specified in the strategy. The migration process continues until a balanced capacity at the specified utilization threshold is achieved.
Optimize Cost Strategy
The Optimize Cost strategy uses the business value and access requirements of a set of files to determine the best data placement among a group of volumes. Administrators designate Volume Groups
as either high-cost or low-cost when creating the strategy. High-cost volumes become the source of
the migration, and low-cost volumes the target. Migration takes place when an administrator-defined
capacity threshold on any volume in the source Volume Group is reached.
The interaction between an Optimized Cost strategy and criteria-based Volume Groups allows the
administrator to determine exactly what constitutes low-cost and high-cost volumes. For example, creating a criteria-based Volume Group to include volumes with a dollar-per-Gigabyte value greater than
$50, and then designating this in the strategy as the high-cost Volume Group, sets the level for expensive devices.

www.arkivio.com

The high- and low-cost Volume Group designations in a strategy do not need to refer specifically to a
dollar value. For example, two list-based Volume Groups that contain high and low performing devices
can be labeled high and low cost, respectively. This provides the PAE with the information needed to
migrate less demanding files off high-performance, high-cost storage onto a more appropriate
resource.
Automated Tasks
ARKIVIOTM auto-stor supports a general-purpose data migration process through a customizable
Automated Task. This process is useful for migrating any administrator-specified files between source
and target Volume Groups, reducing the need for administrators to develop scripts and perform manual operations to manage storage capacity problems. For example, large media files can be moved
to low-cost storage on a regularly scheduled basis. Additional Command Line tools are also provided, if the administrator wants to integrate these tasks into their existing scripts.
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Figure 4. Implemented Strategies and Automated Tasks.

Strategy Deployment Scenarios
www.arkivio.com

Use of the ARKIVIO PAE in implementing storage management goals can best be demonstrated by
example. The following scenarios show how ARKIVIOTM auto-stor offers the sophistication to adapt
to the changing storage management needs of the Acme Company.
Single Site Scenario
Acme maintains two general-purpose file servers, each with three allocated storage volumes, and a
NAS device for additional capacity. The Acme storage administrator has deployed the ARKIVIO TM
storage management system to optimize capacity utilization.
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System defined Host-based
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Figure 5. Acme Company Volume Groups
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During the installation process, the ARKIVIO PAETM created three Volume Groups: a host-based
Volume Group (VG1 in Figure 5 above) containing the volumes allocated to file server 1, a host-based
Volume Group (VG2 in Figure 5 above) containing the volumes allocated to file server 2, and a hostbased Volume Group (VG3 in Figure 5 above) containing volumes from the NAS device.
Having interviewed end-users and ITstaff, the storage administrator is able to assign a business value
to sets of files. The administrator determines that the best files to be migrated fall into two categories;
those with no access in the previous two weeks, and multimedia files over 1 Megabyte in size that
have not been accessed in the last week. These two categories are defined as File Groups.
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The administrator has two storage management goals for the PAE TM: balance capacity across the file
server volumes; and maximize active use of the high-cost server-attached devices by offloading relatively inactive files to the less expensive NAS device. These objectives translate into two PAETM strategies: a balance capacity strategy and an optimize cost strategy.
The administrator creates a balance capacity strategy, using the host-based Volume Groups of the file
servers (VG1 and VG2), and sets an 80% capacity threshold for execution of the strategy. The strategy will migrate files from over-utilized volumes to under-utilized volumes among the two groups,
automatically, ensuring balanced use of resources at the servers. Files may be migrated from a volume on Server 1 to a volume on Server 2.
Page 10
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The optimize cost strategy is implemented to ensure that the most active files utilize the high-cost storage devices at the file servers, with large, infrequently accessed files being offloaded to the NAS
device. The administrator sets the threshold for the Optimized Cost strategy at 85%, giving priority to
the balanced capacity strategy. The Optimized Cost strategy will only be invoked if space on all of the
server-attached volumes becomes dangerously low.
The administrator creates a new Volume Group (VG4 in Figure 5) as the source, high-cost group for
the Optimized Cost strategy. The target, low-cost group is the NAS group (VG3). The source Volume
Group needs only contain one volume allocated to the file servers, as the Balance Capacity strategies
are ensuring that the volumes at the servers stay roughly equivalent in terms of utilization.

Acme Company
Strategy
Balance Capacity
Optimize Cost

Volume Groups

Priority

VG1, VG2

1

80

2

85

High-cost: VG4
Low-cost: VG3

Threshold

Figure 6. Table of Strategies for Acme Company

www.arkivio.com

Using these two strategies in combination ensures that the high-cost devices allocated to the file
servers will be evenly and optimally used, and inactive files will be offloaded to the NAS device when
capacity limits are being reached.
Multi-Site Scenario
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Figure 7. Acme Company multi-site configuration.
The success of ARKIVIOTM auto-stor strategies in optimizing resource utilization encourages the
administrator to expand coverage to include a second site. Acme Site 2 has a similar server configuration to Site 1, and the administrator determines that the same strategies will also work here.
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The administrator creates a new Balance Capacity strategy for the volumes attached to the servers
at Site 2, using the host-based Volume Groups created by ARKIVIOTM (VG5 and VG6 in Figure 7). A
new Volume Group is created (VG7), containing one volume attached to one of the servers, for use
in the Optimize Cost strategy. Because the NAS device is already targeted in the existing Site 1
Optimize Cost strategy, the administrator simply updates this strategy at the management console to
include the new Site 2 Volume Groups.
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Acme Company ARKIVIO Strategies
Strategy

Volume Groups

Priority

Balance Capacity

VG1, VG2

1

80

Balance Capacity
Site 2

VG5, VG6

2

80

3

85

Optimize Cost

High-cost: VG4, VG7
Low-cost: VG3

Threshold

Figure 8. Table of Strategies for Multi-Site Configuration
ARKIVIOTM auto-stor now manages storage at both Acme sites, balancing capacity at the local servers
and offloading inactive files to the shared NAS device.
Multi-Tier Scenario
Acme Company
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Volume 01
Server 01
w/ Agent

Volume 02
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NAS Storage
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Figure 9. Acme Company multi-site, multi-NAS configuration.
As time goes by the Acme administrator decides to purchase a newer, higher performance NAS
device. After integrating this device into the existing configuration the administrator determines that a
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3-tier hierarchy, managed by ARKIVIO TM auto-stor, will work best. The existing Optimize Cost strategy is updated to contain the host-based Volume Group of the new NAS device (VG8 in figure 9) as a
target, replacing the older NAS (VG3). And a new Optimized Cost strategy is created, with the new
NAS device identified as the high-cost Volume Group and the older NAS device as the low-cost group.
Acme Company ARKIVIO Strategies
Strategy

Volume Groups

Priority

Threshold

Balance Capacity

VG1, VG2

1

80

Balance Capacity
Site 2

VG5, VG6

2

80

Optimize Cost

High-cost: VG4, VG7
Low-cost: VG8

3

85

Optimize NAS Cost

High-cost: VG8
Low-cost: VG3

4

75

Figure 10. Table of Strategies for Multi-Tier Configuration
This configuration allows the administrator to make the best use of the new, faster NAS device, while
adding to overall storage space by offloading excess capacity to the older NAS.

Conclusion
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The ARKIVIOTM auto-stor system solves two of the most pressing problems facing storage managers
today; how to exploit dramatically under-utilized enterprise storage resources, and how to free storage administrators from time consuming routine tasks in order to focus on more strategic storage
issues. The ARKIVIOTM active, strategy-based storage management automation solution provides
administrators with the tools and the methodology for assigning value to enterprise data and implementing a tiered storage management architecture based on the dollar value of the storage
resources.
About Arkivio
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Arkivio, Inc., founded in December 2000, provides enterprise storage management automation software that minimizes administration and infrastructure costs while optimizing IT resources. The company’s generally available solution, ARKIVIO™ auto-stor, accomplishes this by the intelligent automated management of information resources. ARKIVIO™ auto-stor redefines storage management
for medium size business to large enterprises by enabling them to automate storage and data
resource management, dynamically balance capacity utilization, track and utilize storage assets
based on cost, and perform corrective actions in response to alerts – driving the cost per managed
terabyte of storage to its lowest possible level, while providing significant ROI.
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